


CHAPTER ONE

“Nina, have you heard of any grand songwriters?” my sister 

Kavita asked on our way to school.

great songwriters.”

“Has anyone written a grand song about snow?” Kavita 

wanted to know.

Yesterday she had asked me if “grand” was a “grand” 

word. I had said yes, so today she was using it. Kavita is in 

including words. I am in fourth grade, and she expects me 

to have all the answers.
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Ex-pect means to believe that something you want 
or ask for will be given to you.

there are a lot more.”

“How do you know that?”

“If there was one, I would be singing it.” She picked up 

a stick. “When I make up a snow song, it will be grand. You 

know why?”

you love to make up songs and sing them.”

“Yup!” She threw the stick as far as she could. “Mine 

will be the best. I might even get a prize for it.”

“You might.”

at him.
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Kavita tugged my jacket. “Will you listen to my song, 

Nina?”

Kavita sang as we all walked along, “Hey, hey, hey! Horses 

eat hey!”

She was mixing up “hey” with “hay.”

I explained. “Kavita, the hay that horses eat is spelled 

h-a-y h-e-y.”

“Yes, they do,” I said. “When two words sound the 

same but are spelled differently and mean different things, 

were both surprised by her silence.

Finally she asked, “What is that word called again?”
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“Kavita, thanks for letting me know what rhymes with 

my name,” he added.

working on a grand snow song?”

because I never have to explain to him how peculiar Kavita 

can be, how she makes up songs and sings them, how 

weird her questions can be.

Pe-cu-liar means something or someone who is 
different and kind of strange.

-

about Monday?”

things together. Especially on weekends.
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“Yes, come on Monday,” I said.

We got snow-showered.

“Snow is awesome. Snow is soft. Snow is light. Snow is 

bright,” 

snow song!

-

some, then it means you like how it feels as it comes down, 

these would mean that you are truly in awe of snow.”

Kavita had stopped singing and was paying attention 

to us.
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-

ing what snow can do for you and missing the magic.”

“What are you saying, Nina?” Kavita asked.

saying it?”

I let out a big white breath. I watched it curl up, up and 

they come down.”

-

ing the weekend.”

-
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daughter Priya is my age, and their son Nayan is little 

younger than Kavita.”

come you never mentioned them before?”

spending so much time with his cousins and grandpa. Now 

things had turned around. I liked it.

-

ground. “Yay for Priya and Nayan!”

-

ed toward the door.

and that we may not like them. “So what? We will have 

fun,” I said as we hung our jackets in our cubbies.
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stacked upon another. Right after homeroom there is 

Except for at school, I like things stacked up and or-

ganized better than I like things scattered all around the 

I call my notebook Sakhi.

Sakhi means friend in Hindi.

I know Hindi because my parents speak in Hindi with 

each other, their Indian friends, and when they talk on the 

phone to our family in India. Kavita and I can only speak 
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a little Hindi with our parents and grandparents, but we 

understand more of it. Sometimes Kavita and I say things 

in Hindi to each other when we are outside our home and 

Hindi becomes our secret language.

Even though my notebook has a Hindi name, I make 

is different from the English one. My name in English is 

written “Nina.” In Hindi it is written  “ .”

Having Sakhi to write down lists in is an advantage.

Ad-van-tage means all the good stuff that comes 
out of something. That good stuff can be very 
useful or help you in some way.

In-my-head list of list-making advantages

Like a neat stack of books, a list keeps 

thoughts tidy.
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Each item on a list is only one or two lines 

and not as long as a book.

That means it doesn’t take much time to 

make a list.

It also doesn’t take much time to review 

a list.

Because a list is tidy, it is easy to pick a task 

or focus on something from a list.

While I was bored earlier today, I made a list of the 

fun we might have this weekend. It was already Friday, 

Monday off from school, this was a special weekend, even 

In-my-head list of super-special long-
weekend fun

I’ll have a new friend to play with.
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Kavita will have her own new friend, so she 

won’t be bothering me and Priya.

Mom and Dad will also have old friends to be 

with. They really like old friends.

We will have yummy food.

Priya and I might get to stay up late.

Maybe the four of us kids can do something 

special together, like Jay does with his cousins.

only nine in the morning, and we had to stay here all day. I 

and faster.

even build a snow fort?

Kavita and I had never made one before.
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I made an in-my-head list of the things we could do in 

a snow fort.

We could play in it.

We could have snack in it.

We could have secret talks in it.

No one could see us or hear us while we 

were in it, so we could watch everything and 

everyone.

Maybe we could keep an eye on our 

neighborhood.

Maybe we could be spies.

Snow Spies!

happens on our street, but maybe something interesting 

weekend wish come true.

“Nina,” Ms. Lapin called.
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-

Ms. Lapin said, “Please start reading where Kyle left 

off.”

story that I liked, but I had lost track of where we were. I 

picked up the book but had no idea where to begin. Ms. 

glanced away to see who it was.

whispered.

Sometimes it helps to have your best friend sitting next 

to you in the classroom.
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friend to him.

visit. Megan and I are in different classes, but we have the 

same lunch break. I always sit with her, and we both bring 

enough snow for a snow fort. You and Kavita will just have 

to convince Priya and Nayan to help you build it and spy 

with you.”

answer, I listed all the reasons they might say no to me. 

might want to stay in the warm house.” I sighed and took 

a bite of my chutney and cucumber sandwich.

“I hope not!” Megan pointed to the window. Large 
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a moment I had almost forgotten the magic of snow. “You 

will take a hot cocoa break to warm up.”

“Yup. Your plan will be a lot more exciting than sitting 

inside playing board games all weekend.” Megan was quiet 

for a moment. “Hope they have the right kinds of coats and 

mittens.”

school here,” I said. “What are you doing this weekend?”

Megan crunched her apple. I waited.

be so special about it this time?”

-
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“Yes. Without being a Snow Spy.”

For the rest of the day, I really tried to pay attention. 

Not to my thoughts in my brain, but to what Ms. Lapin 

daydreaming again.

It seemed like the day was a sledding hill. I was climb-

snow had covered the streets, roofs, and trees.

were rabbit and squirrel tracks in a couple of front yards. 

Maybe we could spy on animals over the weekend. Would 

that be considered spying?

I love trudging through the fresh snow because you can 
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walked toward his house.

We have a clump of spruce trees on the north side of 

looked delicious enough to eat. Not that I tried to eat them 

or anything.

Mom stood at the window waiting for us. In good 

weather she waits right outside the front door, and in cold 

weather she stays at the bay window. She looks anxious if 

big faces. She draws three lines, and they take up all the 

Even though Kavita and I were excited about having 

she was nervous about having people stay at our house. 
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clean, and entertain.

En-ter-tain means to make sure someone you invite 
doesn’t get bored at your house or at your party.

jacket, and mittens. Mom helped Kavita hang up her coat.

“When are Priya and Nayan going to be here?” I asked.

“Yippee!” said Kavita.

Mom still wore that worried look.

“Very much. Why?”

I shrugged. “I thought you looked upset.”

I felt better.

Mom pointed to the counter. “Your snack is ready so 

please wash your hands.” Her phone rang. “Nina, can you 

get milk for both of you?” she asked before answering the 

call.
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I nodded.

“We should make a snow fort this weekend,” I said to 

Kavita as I poured milk for us. I handed her a glass.

you made one before?”

why we should do it. With Priya and Nayan there will be 

four of us. More of us means we can get more work done. 

We could make a very big, sturdy fort. We can play inside, 

Kavita was right. “Maybe someone else will show up 

and we can spy on them.”

She sang out loud, “Snow fort, big and sturdy. Snow 

fort, white and dazzly.”

Snow fort, snow fort, for 

Nina Soni, Snow Spy!”


